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(54) POUCH, SECONDARY BATTERY INCLUDING SAME, AND METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING 
SECONDARY BATTERY

(57) The present invention relates to a pouch applied
to a secondary battery. The pouch comprises: an accom-
modation part configured to accommodate an electrode
assembly; a sealing part provided outside the accommo-
dation part, the sealing part having a plurality of sealing
surfaces configured to seal the accommodation part; and
a protection part provided outside one or more sealing
surfaces of the sealing surfaces of the sealing part, the
protection part being configured to protect the one or
more sealing surfaces.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] The present application claims the benefit of the
priority of Korean Patent Application No.
10-2018-0103911, filed on August 31, 2018, which is
hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present invention relates a pouch, a sec-
ondary battery comprising the same, and method for
manufacturing the secondary battery, and more particu-
larly, to a pouch that is capable of protecting a sealing
part and an accommodation part thereof without folding
the sealing part and the accommodation part, a second-
ary battery comprising the same, and a method for man-
ufacturing the secondary battery.

BACKGROUND ART

[0003] In general, secondary batteries refer to charge-
able and dischargeable batteries, unlike primary batter-
ies that are not chargeable. Such a secondary battery is
being widely used in the high-tech electronic fields such
as mobile phones, notebook computers, and camcord-
ers.
[0004] Such a secondary battery is classified into a can
type secondary battery in which an electrode assembly
is built in a metal can and a pouch type secondary battery
in which an electrode assembly is built in a pouch. The
pouch type secondary battery comprises an electrode
assembly in which an electrode and a separator are al-
ternately stacked, an electrolyte, and a pouch accommo-
dating the electrode assembly and the electrolyte. Also,
the pouch comprises an accommodation part accommo-
dating the electrode assembly and an electrolyte and a
sealing part sealing the accommodation part.
[0005] However, the pouch type secondary battery has
a problem in that the sealing part and the accommodation
part of the pouch are deformed while being easily folded
by an external impact. Particularly, when the accommo-
dation part is deformed, the electrode assembly accom-
modated in the accommodation part may be damaged
to cause short circuit or ignition.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

TECHNICAL PROBLEM

[0006] The present invention has been invented to
solve the above problems, an object of the present in-
vention is to provide a pouch that is capable of preventing
a sealing part and an accommodation part thereof from
being deformed by providing a protection part outside
the pouch, thereby preventing an electrode assembly ac-
commodated in the accommodation part from being dam-

aged, a secondary battery comprising the pouch, and a
method for manufacturing the secondary battery.

TECHNICAL SOLUTION

[0007] To achieve the above-described objects, a
pouch according to a first embodiment of the present
invention comprises: an accommodation part configured
to accommodate an electrode assembly; a sealing part
provided outside the accommodation part, the sealing
part having a plurality of sealing surfaces configured to
seal the accommodation part; and a protection part pro-
vided outside one or more sealing surfaces of the sealing
surfaces of the sealing part, the protection part being
configured to protect the one or more sealing surfaces.
[0008] The protection part may be provided with one
or more protrusions for reinforcing strength.
[0009] The protrusions may be provided by allowing a
portion of the protection part to protrude outward or by
attaching a component made of a synthetic resin material
to the protection part.
[0010] The protrusions may be disposed on both ends
of the protection part, which are close to a corner portion
of the accommodation part or on both ends of the pro-
tection part, which are adjacent to the corner portion of
the accommodation part.
[0011] The protection part may be provided on the
sealing surface disposed on one side or each of both
sides in a width direction of the pouch.
[0012] The pouch may further comprise a gas pocket
part configured to collect a gas generated in the accom-
modation part, wherein the accommodation part may be
provided at one side in a width direction of the pouch,
and the gas pocket part may be provided at the other
side, and the protection part may be provided on each
of the sealing surface disposed at one side of the accom-
modation part and the sealing surface disposed at the
other side of the gas pocket part in the width direction of
the pouch.
[0013] A secondary battery according to a second em-
bodiment of the present invention comprises: an elec-
trode assembly; and a pouch configured to accommo-
date the electrode assembly, wherein the pouch com-
prises: an accommodation part configured to accommo-
date an electrode assembly; a sealing part provided out-
side the accommodation part, the sealing part having a
plurality of sealing surfaces configured to seal the ac-
commodation part; and a protection part provided outside
one or more sealing surfaces of the sealing surfaces of
the sealing part, the protection part being configured to
protect the one or more sealing surfaces.
[0014] The protection part may be removed from each
of the sealing surfaces after the pouch, in which the elec-
trode assembly is accommodated, is completely trans-
ferred.
[0015] The protection part may not be thermally fused.
[0016] A method for manufacturing a secondary bat-
tery according to the second embodiment of the present
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invention comprises: a pouch sheet preparation step
(S10) of preparing a pouch sheet on which an upper
pouch and a lower pouch are formed with respect to a
horizontal center line that equalizes the pouch sheet ver-
tically; an accommodation part forming step (S20) of
forming an upper accommodation part and a lower ac-
commodation part, which respectively correspond to the
upper pouch and the lower pouch; a protection part for-
mation step (S30) of forming one or more protrusions
that protrude outside from left and right ends of the upper
pouch and the lower pouch to form a protection part; an
accommodation part formation step (S40) of folding the
upper pouch and the lower pouch with respect to the
horizontal center line so that the upper and lower accom-
modation parts are connected to each other to form an
accommodation part: and a sealing part formation step
(S50) of sealing a portion between the accommodation
part and the protection part and upper and lower ends of
the accommodation part to manufacture the secondary
battery.
[0017] The accommodation part forming step (S20)
and the protection part formation step (S30) may be per-
formed at the same time.
[0018] The sealing part formation step (S50) may fur-
ther comprise a process of further sealing a portion be-
tween the accommodation part and the sealing part to
form a gas pocket part between the accommodation part
and the sealing part, and the accommodation part and
the gas pocket part may be connected to each other
through a non-sealed path.
[0019] The method may further comprise, after the
sealing part formation step (S50), a transfer step (S60)
of accommodating the secondary battery in a tray to
transfer the secondary battery, wherein the secondary
battery may be accommodated so that the protection part
is supported by a side surface of a bottom surface of the
tray.
[0020] The method may further comprise, after the
transfer step (S60), a protection part removing step (S70)
of removing the protection part from each of the sealing
surfaces of the pouch.
[0021] The method may further comprise, after the re-
moving step (S70), a sealing part resealing step (S80)
of resealing the sealing part from which the protection
part is removed.
[0022] In the sealing part formation step (S50), the pro-
tection part may not be sealed.

ADVANTAGEOUS EFFECTS

[0023] The present invention has the feature in which
the protection part is disposed outside the pouch. Due
to this feature, the sealing part and the accommodation
part, which are provided in the pouch, may be protected
to prevent deformation such as the bucking or the folding
of the sealing part and the accommodation part from oc-
curring, in particular, prevent the electrode assembly ac-
commodated in the accommodation part from being dam-

aged.
[0024] Also, the protection part of the present invention
may further comprise the one or more protrusions. Thus,
the protection part may be reinforced in strength to sig-
nificantly prevent the sealing part and the accommoda-
tion part of the pouch from being deformed.
[0025] Also, the protrusion of the present invention
may be formed by allowing a portion of the protection
part from protruding outside. Thus, the protrusion may
be easily formed to simplify the process and reduce the
process cost.
[0026] The protrusion of the present invention may be
detachably attached to one side of the protrusion part.
Thus, the protrusion may be selectively attached or sep-
arated to improve convenience and efficiency of use.
[0027] Also, the protrusion of the present invention
may be formed at the end of the protection part, which
is close or adjacent to the corner portion of the accom-
modation part. Thus, the corner portion of the accommo-
dation part, which may be easily deformed, may be more
stably protected to prevent the corner portion of the elec-
trode assembly, which is disposed at the corner portion
of the accommodation part, from being damaged.
[0028] Also, the protection part of the present invention
may be provided at one side or both sides of the pouch
in the width direction. That is, the protection part may be
formed at only the portion of the secondary battery, which
contacts the jig or the tray, to simplify the process and
reduce the process cost.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0029]

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a pouch according to
a first embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 2 is a front view of the pouch according to the
first embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional view taken along line A-
A of FIG. 1;
FIG. 4 is a perspective view of a secondary battery
according to a second embodiment of the present
invention.
FIG. 5 is a front view illustrating a state in which a
protection part is removed from the secondary bat-
tery according to the second embodiment of the
present invention.
FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating a method for manu-
facturing the second battery according to the second
embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 7 is a perspective view illustrating a pouch sheet
preparation step, an accommodation part forming
step, and a protection part formation step.
FIG. 8 is a perspective view illustrating an electrode
assembly accommodation part formation step.
FIG. 9 is a front view illustrating a sealing formation
step.
FIG. 10 is a side view illustrating a secondary battery
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transfer step.
FIG. 11 is a front view illustrating a protection part
removing step and a sealing part resealing step.
FIG. 12 is a front view of a pouch according to a third
embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 13 is a cross-sectional view of a pouch accord-
ing to a fourth embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 14 is a perspective view of a pouch according
to a fifth embodiment of the present invention.

MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0030] Hereinafter, embodiments of the present inven-
tion will be described in detail with reference to the ac-
companying drawings in such a manner that the technical
idea of the present invention may easily be carried out
by a person with ordinary skill in the art to which the in-
vention pertains. The present invention may, however,
be embodied in different forms and should not be con-
strued as limited to the embodiments set forth herein. In
the drawings, anything unnecessary for describing the
present invention will be omitted for clarity, and also like
reference numerals in the drawings denote like elements.

[Pouch according to first embodiment of the present 
invention]

[0031] As illustrated in FIGS. 1 to 3, a pouch 120 ac-
cording to a first embodiment of the present invention
comprises an accommodation part 121 accommodating
an electrode assembly 110 and a sealing part 122 pro-
vided along an edge of the accommodation part 121 to
seal the accommodation part 121.
[0032] Here, the sealing part 122 comprises a plurality
of sealing surfaces for sealing the accommodation part
121. As illustrated in FIG. 1, the plurality of sealing sur-
faces comprise a first sealing surface 122a disposed on
each of both side surfaces in a width direction (in a left
and right direction when viewed in FIG. 1) of the electrode
assembly accommodation part 121 and a second sealing
surface 122b disposed on each of top and bottoms sur-
faces (upper and lower portions of the accommodation
part when viewed in FIG. 1) of the accommodation part
121.
[0033] Also, the pouch 120 according to the first em-
bodiment of the present invention comprises a gas pock-
et part 124 for collecting a gas generated in the accom-
modation part 121. Referring to FIG. 1, the gas pocket
part 124 is provided between the accommodation part
121 and the first sealing surface 122a provided on the
right surface of the pouch and is separated from the ac-
commodation part 121 by an auxiliary sealing surface
122c in which an inlet hole 122c-1 is defined.
[0034] In summary, in the pouch 120 according to the
first embodiment of the present invention, the accommo-
dation part 121 is provided at a left side, and the gas
pocket part 124 is provided at the right side. The sealing
part 122 is disposed on edge surfaces of the accommo-

dation part 121 and the gas pocket part 124, and the
auxiliary sealing surface 122c is disposed between the
accommodation part 121 and the gas pocket part 124.
[0035] The pouch is transferred through a jig or a tray.
Here, the sealing part and the accommodation part of
the pouch may be buckled or folded by the jig or the tray.
In particular, when the electrode assembly is accommo-
dated in the accommodation part, even the electrode as-
sembly may be damaged.
[0036] In order to solve the above problems, the pouch
120 according to the first embodiment of the present in-
vention comprises a protection part that protects the seal-
ing part while increasing in a width of the sealing part.
[0037] That is, the pouch 120 according to the first em-
bodiment of the present invention comprises the protec-
tion part 123 that is provided outside one or more sealing
surfaces of the sealing part 122 to protect the one or
more sealing surfaces. A first sealing surface 122a dis-
posed outside the pouch 120 may increase in width, and
simultaneously, be improved in strength of the first seal-
ing surface 122a to protect the first sealing surface 122a
through the protection part 123.
[0038] That is to say, in the pouch 120 according to
the first embodiment, when the jig holds the pouch, the
jig may hold the sealing part 122 and the protection part
123 together to prevent the accommodation part from
being held, thereby preventing the accommodation part
from being deformed. Also, referring to FIG. 10, when
the tray 30 transfers the pouch, the protection part 123
may be supported by a wall of the tray 30 to prevent the
sealing part from being directly supported by the tray 30,
thereby preventing the sealing part 122 and the accom-
modation part 121 from being folded by folding of the
protection part 123 due to an impact acting on the tray 30.
[0039] As described above, the pouch 120 according
to the first embodiment of the present invention further
comprises the protection part 123. Thus, the deformation
of the accommodation part 121 and the sealing part 122
may be prevented from being deformed to prevent the
electrode assembly accommodated in the accommoda-
tion part from being damaged, thereby improving mer-
chantability.
[0040] The protection part 123 may be integrated with
the sealing part 122. That is, the protection part 123 may
be integrated with the sealing part 122 when the pouch
is manufactured through a pouch sheet, and thus, the
process may be simplified, the manufacture may be easy,
and the cost may be reduced.
[0041] The protection part 123 may comprise one or
more protrusions 123a for reinforcing the strength. That
is, a portion of a surface of the protection part 123 may
be formed to protrude outside, thereby forming one or
more protrusions 123a. Accordingly, the strength of the
protection part 123 may be reinforced through the pro-
trusion 123a, and thus, the strength of the sealing part
122 that is close or adjacent to the protection part 123
may be reinforced.
[0042] Referring to the enlarged view of FIG. 3, the
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protrusion 123a may protrude toward front and rear sides
of the protection part 123 to form a sealing space 123-1
therein. A reinforcement component 123b made of a syn-
thetic resin material having elastic restoring force may
be inserted into the sealing space 123-1 to reinforce the
strength of the protrusion 123a. Here, the reinforcement
component 123b may be recovered from the protrusion
123a and then reused when the protection part 123 is
removed from the sealing part.
[0043] An impact detection sensor that detects impact
force transmitted from the tray may be inserted into the
sealing space 123-1. The impact detection sensor meas-
ures the impact force transmitted from the tray to the
pouch, and when the measured impact force is equal to
or greater than inputted impact force, the impact detec-
tion sensor outputs a signal to sort out normal and de-
fective products. That is, when the impact force meas-
ured by the impact detection sensor is less than the in-
putted impact force, it may be determined that no defor-
mation occurs in the protection part, and thus, the signal
may not be outputted. When the measured impact force
is equal to or greater than the inputted impact force, it
may be determined that the deformation is highly likely
to occur in the sealing part and the accommodation part
together with the protection part, and thus, the signal may
be outputted.
[0044] In particular, the protrusion 123a has a circular
shape when viewed in FIG. 2. That is, the circular pro-
trusion 123a may have a curved outer circumferential
surface to effectively disperse a transmitted impact,
thereby significantly preventing the protrusion 123a from
being folded.
[0045] Here, although the circular protrusion is de-
scribed as one embodiment of the present invention, the
protrusion may have various shapes such as a triangular
shape, a square shape, a polygon shape, a ring shape,
and the like. That is, the protrusion of the present inven-
tion may be realized according to various embodiments.
[0046] The protrusion 123a may be disposed on one
end or both ends of the protection part 123, which is/are
close or adjacent to the corner portion of the accommo-
dation part 121. That is, the pouch 120 has large buckling
or folding at the corner portion of the accommodation
part 121, and thus, the protrusion 123a is disposed on
the end of the protection part 123, which is close or ad-
jacent to the corner portion of the accommodation part
121 to more stably protect the corner portion of the ac-
commodation part 121.
[0047] When the transfer of the pouch 120 is complet-
ed, the protection part 123 may be removed from the
sealing part 122. That is, the protection part 123 is re-
moved from the pouch 120 by cutting a portion between
the first sealing surface 122a and the protection part 123
to reduce a volume of the pouch 120.
[0048] A cutting line 123c having a groove or protrusion
shape may be formed between the first sealing surface
122a and the protection part 123, and the protection part
may be easily cut from the pouch 120 through the cutting

line 123c.
[0049] The protection unit 123 is not thermally fused.
That is, since the protection part 123 is removed after
the pouch is transferred, the protection part 123 is not
thermally fused to simplify a process and reduce a proc-
ess cost.
[0050] Hereinafter, in descriptions of another embod-
iment of the present invention, constituents having the
same function as the abovementioned embodiment have
been given the same reference numeral in the drawings,
and thus duplicated description will be omitted.

[Secondary battery according to second embodi-
ment of the present invention]

[0051] A secondary battery 100 according to a second
embodiment of the present invention comprises the
pouch 120 according to the first embodiment.
[0052] That is, as illustrated in FIG. 4, the secondary
battery 100 according to the second embodiment of the
present invention comprises an electrode assembly 110
and a pouch 120 accommodating the electrode assembly
110.

Electrode assembly

[0053] The electrode assembly 110 comprises a plu-
rality of electrodes that are stacked in a state of interpos-
ing a separator therebetween, and the plurality of elec-
trodes comprise a positive electrode and a negative elec-
trode. Also, the electrode assembly 110 comprises an
electrode tab that is withdrawn out of the pouch 120.

Pouch

[0054] The pouch 120 comprises an accommodation
part 121 accommodating the electrode assembly 110, a
sealing part 122 provided along an edge of the accom-
modation part 121 to seal the accommodation part 121,
a gas pocket part 124 provided between the accommo-
dation part 121 and the sealing part 122 to collect a gas
generated in the accommodation part 121, and a protec-
tion part 123 provided outside the sealing part 122 to
protect the accommodation part 121 together with the
sealing part 122.
[0055] Here, the pouch 120 has the same configuration
and function as the pouch according to the second em-
bodiment, and thus a detailed description thereof will be
omitted.
[0056] When the secondary battery 100 having the
above-described configuration according to the second
embodiment of the present invention is transferred, the
sealing part and the accommodation part of the pouch
may be prevented from being deformed, for example,
buckled or folded by an impact, thereby preventing the
electrode assembly from being damaged.
[0057] As illustrated in FIG. 5, in the secondary battery
100 according to the second embodiment of the present
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invention, when the protection part 123 is removed from
the sealing part 122, a sealing surface from which the
protection part 123 is removed is resealed. That is, the
sealing surface may be deformed while the protection
part 123 is removed, and thus, sealing force may be re-
duced. In order to solve the above-described problem,
the sealing surface may be resealed after the protection
part 123 is removed, and thus, the sealing force of the
pouch 120 may increase.
[0058] A method for manufacturing the secondary bat-
tery having the above-described configuration according
to the second embodiment of the present invention will
be described as follows.

[Method for manufacturing secondary battery ac-
cording to second embodiment of the present inven-
tion]

[0059] As illustrated in FIG. 6, a method for manufac-
turing the secondary battery according to the second em-
bodiment of the present invention comprises a pouch
sheet preparation step (S10), an accommodation part
forming step (S20), a protection part formation step
(S30), an accommodation part formation step (S40), and
a sealing part formation step (S50).

Pouch sheet preparation step

[0060] As illustrated in FIG. 7, in the pouch sheet prep-
aration step (S10), a pouch sheet 10 having a sheet
shape is prepared, and a horizontal center line O that
equalizes the pouch sheet 10 vertically is displayed on
the pouch sheet 10. Then, the pouch sheet 10 is sepa-
rated into an upper pouch 11 and a lower pouch 12 on
the basis of the horizontal center line O.

Accommodation part forming step

[0061] In the accommodation part forming step (S20),
each of an upper accommodation part 11a and a lower
accommodation part 12a, which respectively correspond
to the upper pouch 11 and the lower pouch 12, is formed.
That is, when the pouch sheet 10 is folded with respect
to the horizontal center line O, the upper accommodation
part 11a of the upper pouch 11 and the lower accommo-
dation part 12a of the lower pouch 12 are formed to be
connected to each other.

Protection part formation step

[0062] In the protection part formation step (S30), a
cutting line 123c is displayed on each of left and right
ends of the upper pouch 11 and the lower pouch 12 to
form a protection part 123 having a predetermined width.
Here, the width of the protection part is less than a width
between the protection part and the accommodation part.
This is done because the width between the protection
part and the accommodation part becomes the sealing

part so that the width of the sealing part is secured to be
greater than that of the protection part to increase in seal-
ing force.
[0063] The, when the protection part 123 is formed, a
portion of a surface of the protection part 123 is formed
to protrude outward, thereby forming one or more pro-
trusions 123a. In particular, the protrusion 123a is formed
on a surface of the protection part 123, which is close or
adjacent to a corner portion of the accommodation part
in which deformation largely occurs.
[0064] Here, the protrusions 123a formed on the pro-
tection parts 123 of the upper pouch 11 and the lower
pouch 12 may be connected to each other when the
pouch sheet 10 is folded with respect to the horizontal
center line O.
[0065] The accommodation part forming step (S20)
and the protection part formation step (S30) may be per-
formed at the same time to simplify the process. That is,
the upper accommodation part 11a and the lower accom-
modation part 12a, which correspond to the upper pouch
11 and the lower pouch 12, are formed, and simultane-
ously, the one or more protrusions 123a are formed on
the surface of the protection part 123.

Accommodation part formation step

[0066] In the accommodation part formation step
(S40), as illustrated in FIG. 8, the pouch sheet 10 is folded
with respect to the horizontal center line O. Then, the
pouch 120 is formed while the upper pouch 11 and the
lower pouch 12 are folded, and the accommodation part
121 is formed while the upper accommodation part 11a
and the lower accommodation part 12a are connected
to each other.

Sealing part formation step

[0067] As illustrated in FIG. 9, in the sealing part for-
mation step (S50), the electrode assembly 110 is accom-
modated in the accommodation part 121, and then, upper
and lower ends of the accommodation part 121 are
sealed between the accommodation part 121 and the
protection part 123. Then, the accommodation part 121
may be sealed while the sealing part 122 is formed on
an edge surface of the pouch 120, and thus, the second-
ary battery 100 may be manufactured.
[0068] Here, the sealing part formation step (S50) may
further comprise a process of forming a gas pocket part
between the accommodation part 121 and the sealing
part. That is, in the gas pocket part formation process,
sealing is further performed between the accommodation
part 121 and the sealing part 122 to form an auxiliary
sealing surface 122c in which an inlet hole 122c-1 is
formed. In summary, in the pouch 120, the accommoda-
tion part 121 is formed at a left side, and the gas pocket
part 124 is formed at a right side with respect to the aux-
iliary sealing surface 122c.
[0069] The protection part 123 may not be sealed be-
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cause the protection part 123 is removed after the sec-
ondary battery is transferred, and thus, adding of unnec-
essary processes may be prevented.
[0070] After the sealing part formation step (S50), a
transfer step (S60) of transferring the secondary battery
100 to an activation process is further performed.

Transfer step

[0071] That is, as illustrated in FIG. 10, in the transfer
step (S60), the secondary battery 100 is accommodated
in one or more trays 30 that move along a conveyor belt.
Here, the secondary battery 100 is accommodated so
that the protection part 123 is supported on a sidewall or
a bottom surface of the tray 30 to prevent the sealing part
122 and the accommodation part 121 of the pouch 120
from being directly supported on the sidewall or the bot-
tom surface of the tray, thereby significantly preventing
the sealing part 122 and the accommodation part 121 of
the pouch 120 from being deformed, for example, buck-
led or folded. In particular, the protection part 123 may
comprise the one or more protrusions 123a to significant-
ly prevent the sealing part and the accommodation part
of the pouch 120 from being deformed.
[0072] After the transfer step (S60), a protection part
removing step (S70) of removing the protection part may
be further performed.

Protection part removing step

[0073] That is, as illustrated in FIG. 11, in the protection
part removing step (S70), when the transfer of the sec-
ondary battery 100 is completed, the function of the pro-
tection part 123 is lost, and thus, the protection part 123
may be cut to be removed from the sealing part 122.
[0074] After the removing step (S70), a sealing part
resealing step (S80) of resealing the sealing part 122
from which the protection part 123 is removed may be
further performed.

Sealing part resealing step

[0075] That is, in the sealing part resealing step (S80),
the sealing surface from which the protection part 123 is
removed is resealed to increase in sealing force.
[0076] In the method for manufacturing the secondary
battery, which comprises the above-described steps, ac-
cording to the second embodiment of the present inven-
tion, when the secondary battery is manufactured, the
protection part may be formed to prevent the electrode
assembly accommodated in the secondary battery from
being damaged when the secondary battery is trans-
ferred, thereby significantly improving quality of the prod-
uct.

[Pouch according to third embodiment of the present 
invention]

[0077] As illustrated in FIG. 12, in a pouch 120A ac-
cording to a third embodiment of the present invention,
a protrusion 123a is disposed on a protection part 123.
Here, the protrusion 123a is lengthily disposed in a lon-
gitudinal direction of the protection part 123.
[0078] That is, in the pouch 120A according to the third
embodiment of the present invention, the protrusion 123a
disposed on the protection part 123 increases in length
to improve strength of the protection part 123.

[Pouch according to fourth embodiment of the 
present invention]

[0079] As illustrated in FIG. 13, in a pouch 120B ac-
cording to a fourth embodiment of the present invention,
a protrusion 123a is disposed on a protection part 123.
Here, the protrusion 123a is provided as a separate com-
ponent and thus is detachably attached to a surface of
the protection part 123.
[0080] That is, the pouch 120B according to the fourth
embodiment of the present invention may comprise the
protrusion 123a that is detachably attached to the surface
of the protection part 123 to increase in reusability and
convenience. In particular, the protrusion 123a may
move to a portion that is weak in strength on the surface
of the protection part and then be attached to the portion.

[Pouch according to fifth embodiment of the present 
invention]

[0081] As illustrated in FIG. 14, a pouch 120C accord-
ing to a fifth embodiment of the present invention, a pro-
trusion 123a is disposed on a protection part 123. Here,
the protrusion 123a crosses front and rear surfaces of
the protection part 123 in a zigzag manner without cor-
responding to the front and rear surfaces to increase in
strength of an entire surface of the protection part 123
by using the minimum protrusion 123a.
[0082] Accordingly, the scope of the present invention
is defined by the appended claims more than the fore-
going description and the exemplary embodiments de-
scribed therein. Various modifications made within the
meaning of an equivalent of the claims of the invention
and within the claims are to be regarded to be in the
scope of the present invention.

Claims

1. A pouch comprising:

an accommodation part configured to accom-
modate an electrode assembly;
a sealing part provided outside the accommo-
dation part, the sealing part having a plurality of
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sealing surfaces configured to seal the accom-
modation part; and
a protection part provided outside one or more
sealing surfaces of the sealing surfaces of the
sealing part, the protection part being configured
to protect the one or more sealing surfaces.

2. The pouch of claim 1, wherein the protection part is
provided with one or more protrusions for reinforcing
strength.

3. The pouch of claim 2, wherein the protrusions is pro-
vided by allowing a portion of the protection part to
protrude outward or by attaching a component made
of a synthetic resin material to the protection part.

4. The pouch of claim 2, wherein the protrusions are
disposed on both ends of the protection part, which
are close to a corner portion of the accommodation
part or on both ends of the protection part, which are
adjacent to the corner portion of the accommodation
part.

5. The pouch of claim 2, wherein the protection part is
provided on the sealing surface disposed on one side
or each of both sides in a width direction of the pouch.

6. The pouch of claim 1, further comprising a gas pocket
part configured to collect a gas generated in the ac-
commodation part,
wherein the accommodation part is provided at one
side in a width direction of the pouch, and the gas
pocket part is provided at the other side, and
the protection part is provided on each of the sealing
surface disposed at one side of the accommodation
part and the sealing surface disposed at the other
side of the gas pocket part in the width direction of
the pouch.

7. A secondary battery comprising:

an electrode assembly; and
a pouch configured to accommodate the elec-
trode assembly,
wherein the pouch comprises:

an accommodation part configured to ac-
commodate an electrode assembly;
a sealing part provided outside the accom-
modation part, the sealing part having a plu-
rality

of sealing surfaces configured to seal the ac-
commodation part; and
a protection part provided outside one or more
sealing surfaces of the sealing surfaces of the
sealing part, the protection part being configured
to protect the one or more sealing surfaces.

8. The secondary battery of claim 7, wherein the pro-
tection part is removed from each of the sealing sur-
faces after the pouch, in which the electrode assem-
bly is accommodated, is completely transferred.

9. The secondary battery of claim 7, wherein the pro-
tection part is not thermally fused.

10. A method for manufacturing a secondary battery, the
method comprising:

a pouch sheet preparation step (S10) of prepar-
ing a pouch sheet on which an upper pouch and
a lower pouch are formed with respect to a hor-
izontal center line that equalizes the pouch sheet
vertically;
an accommodation part forming step (S20) of
forming an upper accommodation part and a
lower accommodation part, which respectively
correspond to the upper pouch and the lower
pouch;
a protection part formation step (S30) of forming
one or more protrusions that protrude outside
from left and right ends of the upper pouch and
the lower pouch to form a protection part;
an accommodation part formation step (S40) of
folding the upper pouch and the lower pouch
with respect to the horizontal center line so that
the upper and lower accommodation parts are
connected to each other to form an accommo-
dation part: and
a sealing part formation step (S50) of sealing a
portion between the accommodation part and
the protection part and upper and lower ends of
the accommodation part to manufacture the
secondary battery.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the sealing part
formation step (S50) further comprises a process of
further sealing a portion between the accommoda-
tion part and the sealing part to form a gas pocket
part between the accommodation part and the seal-
ing part, and
the accommodation part and the gas pocket part are
connected to each other through a non-sealed path.

12. The method of claim 10, further comprising, after the
sealing part formation step (S50), a transfer step
(S60) of accommodating the secondary battery in a
tray to transfer the secondary battery,
wherein the secondary battery is accommodated so
that the protection part is supported by a side surface
of a bottom surface of the tray.

13. The method of claim 12, further comprising, after the
transfer step (S60), a protection part removing step
(S70) of removing the protection part from each of
the sealing surfaces of the pouch.
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14. The method of claim 13, further comprising, after the
removing step (S70), a sealing part resealing step
(S80) of resealing the sealing part from which the
protection part is removed.

15. The method of claim 13, wherein, in the sealing part
formation step (S50), the protection part is not
sealed.
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